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The ever-growing pervasion of software-intensive systems into technical, business, and social areas not only consistently increases the number of requirements on system functionality and features but also puts forward ever-stricter demands on system quality and reliability. In order to successfully develop such software systems and to remain competitive on top of that, early and continuous consideration and assurance of system quality and reliability are becoming vitally important.

To achieve effective quality assurance, model-based testing has become an essential ingredient that covers a broad spectrum of concepts, including, for example, automatic test generation, test execution, test evaluation, test control, and test management. Model-based testing results in tests that can already be utilized in the early design stages and that contribute to high test coverage, thus providing great value by reducing cost and risk. These observations are a testimony to both the effectiveness and the efficiency of testing that can be derived from model-based approaches with opportunities for better integration of system and test development.

Model-based test activities comprise different methods that are best applied complementing one another in order to scale with respect to the size and conceptual complexity of industry systems. This book presents model-based testing from a number of different perspectives that combine various aspects of embedded systems, embedded software, their models, and their quality assurance. As system integration has become critical to dealing with the complexity of modern systems (and, indeed, systems of systems), with software as the universal integration glue, model-based testing has come to present a persuasive value proposition in system development. This holds, in particular, in the case of heterogeneity such as components and subsystems that are partially developed in software and partially in hardware or that are developed by different vendors with off-the-shelf components.

This book provides a collection of internationally renowned work on current technological achievements that assure the high-quality development of embedded systems. Each chapter contributes to the currently most advanced methods of model-based testing, not in the least because the respective authors excel in their expertise in system verification and validation. Their contributions deliver supreme improvements to current practice both in a qualitative as well as in a quantitative sense, by automation of the various test activities, exploitation of combined model-based testing aspects, integration into model-based design process, and focus on overall usability. We are thrilled and honored by the participation of this select group of experts. They made it a pleasure to compile and edit all of the material, and we sincerely hope that the reader will find the endeavor of intellectual excellence as enjoyable, gratifying, and valuable as we have.

In closing, we would like to express our genuine appreciation and gratitude for all the time and effort that each author has put into his or her chapter. We gladly recognize that the high quality of this book is solely thanks to their common effort, collaboration, and communication. In addition, we would like to acknowledge the volunteer services of those who joined the technical review committee and to extend our genuine appreciation for their involvement. Clearly, none of this would have been possible had it not been for the
continuous support of Nora Konopka and her wonderful team at Taylor & Francis. Many thanks to all of you! Finally, we would like to gratefully acknowledge support by the Alfried Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach Stiftung.
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The purpose of this handbook is to provide a broad overview of the current state of model-based testing (MBT) for embedded systems, including the potential breakthroughs, the challenges, and the achievements observed from numerous perspectives. To attain this objective, the book offers a compilation of 22 high-quality contributions from world-renowned industrial and academic authors. The chapters are grouped into six parts.

- The first part comprises the contributions that focus on key test concepts for embedded systems. In particular, a taxonomy of MBT approaches is presented, an assessment of the merit and value of system models and test models is provided, and a selected test framework architecture is proposed.

- In the second part, different test automation algorithms are discussed for various types of embedded system representations.

- The third part contains contributions on the topic of integration and multilevel testing. Criteria for the derivation of integration entry tests are discussed, an approach for reusing test cases across different development levels is provided, and an X-in-the-Loop testing method and notation are proposed.

- The fourth part is composed of contributions that tackle selected challenges of MBT, such as testing software product lines, conformance validation for hybrid systems and nondeterministic systems, and understanding safety-critical components in the passive test context.

- The fifth part highlights testing in industry including application areas such as telecommunication networks, smartphones, and automotive systems.

- Finally, the sixth part presents solutions for lower-level tests and comprises an approach to validation of automatically generated code, contributions on testing analog components, and verification of SystemC models.

To scope the material in this handbook, an embedded system is considered to be a system that is designed to perform a dedicated function, typically with hard real-time constraints, limited resources and dimensions, and low-cost and low-power requirements. It is a combination of computer software and hardware, possibly including additional mechanical, optical, and other parts that are used in the specific role of actuators and sensors (Ganssle and Barr 2003). Embedded software is the software that is part of an embedded system. Embedded systems have become increasingly sophisticated and their software content has grown rapidly in the past decade. Applications now consist of hundreds of thousands or even millions of lines of code. Moreover, the requirements that must be fulfilled while developing embedded software are complex in comparison to standard software. In addition, embedded
systems are often produced in large volumes, and the software is difficult to update once the product is deployed. Embedded systems interact with the physical environment, which often requires models that embody both continuous-time and discrete-event behavior. In terms of software development, it is not just the increased product complexity that derives from all those characteristics, but it combines with shortened development cycles and higher customer expectations of quality to underscore the utmost importance of software testing (Schäuffele and Zurawka 2006).

MBT relates to a process of test generation from various kinds of models by application of a number of sophisticated methods. MBT is usually the automation of black-box testing (Utting and Legeard 2006). Several authors (Utting, Pretschner, and Legeard 2006; Kamga, Herrmann, and Joshi 2007) define MBT as testing in which test cases are derived in their entirety or in part from a model that describes some aspects of the system under test (SUT) based on selected criteria. In addition, authors highlight the need for having dedicated test models to make the most out of MBT (Baker et al. 2007; Schulz, Honkola, and Huima 2007).

MBT clearly inherits the complexity of the related domain models. It allows tests to be linked directly to the SUT requirements, makes readability, understandability, and maintainability of tests easier. It helps to ensure a repeatable and scientific basis for testing and has the potential for known coverage of the behaviors of the SUT (Utting 2005). Finally, it is a way to reduce the effort and cost for testing (Pretschner et al. 2005).

This book provides an extensive survey and overview of the benefits of MBT in the field of embedded systems. The selected contributions present successful test approaches where different algorithms, methodologies, tools, and techniques result in important cost reduction while assuring the proper quality of embedded systems.

**Organization**

This book is organized in the six following parts: (I) Introduction, (II) Automatic Test Generation, (III) Integration and Multilevel Testing, (IV) Specific Approaches, (V) Testing in Industry, and (VI) Testing at the Lower Levels of Development. An overview of each of the parts, along with a brief introduction of the contents of the individual chapters, is presented next. The following figure depicts the organization of the book.
Part I. Introduction

The chapter “A Taxonomy of Model-Based Testing for Embedded Systems from Multiple Industry Domains” provides a comprehensive overview of MBT techniques using different dimensions and categorization methods. Various kinds of test generation, test evaluation, and test execution methods are described, using examples that are presented throughout this book and in the related literature.

In the chapter “Behavioral System Models versus Models of Testing Strategies in Functional Test Generation,” the distinction between diverse types of models is discussed extensively. In particular, models that describe intended system behavior and models that describe testing strategies are considered from both practical as well as theoretical viewpoints. It shows the difficulty of converting the system model into a test model by applying the mental and explicit system model perspectives. Then, the notion of polynomial-time limit on test case generation is included in the reasoning about the creation of tests based on finite-state machines.

The chapter “Test Framework Architectures for Model-Based Embedded System Testing” provides reference architectures for building a test framework. The test framework is understood as a platform that runs the test scripts and performs other functions such as, for example, logging test results. It is usually a combination of commercial and purpose-built software. Its design and character are determined by the test execution process, common quality goals that control test harnesses, and testability antipatterns in the SUT that must be accounted for.

Part II. Automatic Test Generation

The chapter “Automatic Model-Based Test Generation from UML State Machines” presents several approaches for the generation of test suites from UML state machines based on different coverage criteria. The process of abstract path creation and concrete input value generation is extensively discussed using graph traversal algorithms and boundary value analysis. Then, these techniques are related to random testing, evolutionary testing, constraint solving, model checking, and static analysis.

The chapter “Automated Statistical Testing for Embedded Systems” applies statistics to solving problems posed by industrial software development. A method of modeling the population of uses is established to reason according to first principles of statistics. The Model Language and Java Usage Model Builder Library is employed for the analysis. Model validation and revision through estimates of long-run use statistics are introduced based on a medical device example while paying attention to test management and process certification.

In the chapter “How to Design Extended Finite State Machine Models in Java” extended finite-state machine (EFSM) test models that are represented in the Java programming language are applied to an SUT. ModelJUnit is used for generating the test cases by stochastic algorithms. Then, a methodology for building a MBT tool using Java reflection is proposed. Code coverage metrics are exploited to assess the results of the method, and an example referring to the GSM 11.11 protocol for mobile phones is presented.

The chapter “Automatic Testing of LUSTRE/SCADE Programs” addresses the automation of functional test generation using a LUSTRE-like language in the LUTESS V2 tool and refers to the assessment of the created test coverage. The testing methodology includes the definitions of the domain, environment dynamics, scenarios, and an analysis based on safety properties. A program control flow graph for SCADE models allows a family of coverage criteria to assess the effectiveness of the test methods and serves as an additional basis for the test generation algorithm. The proposed approaches are illustrated by a steam-boiler case study.
In the chapter “Test Generation Using Symbolic Animation of Models,” symbolic execution (i.e., animation) of B models based on set-theoretical constraint solvers is applied to generate the test cases. One of the proposed methods focuses on creation of tests that reach specific test targets to satisfy structural coverage, whereas the other is based on manually designed behavioral scenarios and aims at satisfying dynamic test selection criteria. A smartcard case study illustrates the complementarity of the two techniques.

Part III. Integration and Multilevel Testing

The chapter “Model-Based Integration Testing with Communication Sequence Graphs” introduces a notation for representing the communication between discrete-behavior software components on a meta-level. The models are directed graphs enriched with semantics for integration-level analysis that do not emphasize internal states of the components, but rather focus on events. In this context, test case generation algorithms for unit and integration testing are provided. Test coverage criteria, including mutation analysis, are defined and a robot-control application serves as an illustration.

In the chapter “A Model-Based View onto Testing: Criteria for the Derivation of Entry Tests for Integration Testing” components and their integration architecture are modeled early on in development to help structure the integration process. Fundamentals for testing complex systems are formalized. This formalization allows exploiting architecture models to establish criteria that help minimize the entry-level testing of components necessary for successful integration. The tests are derived from a simulation of the subsystems and reflect behaviors that usually are verified at integration time. Providing criteria to enable shifting effort from integration testing to component entry tests illustrates the value of the method.

In the chapter “Multilevel Testing for Embedded Systems,” the means for a smooth integration of multiple test levels artifacts based on a continuous reuse of test models and test cases are provided. The proposed methodology comprises the creation of an invariant test model core and a test-level specific test adapter model that represents a varying component. Numerous strategies to obtain the adapter model are introduced. The entire approach results in an increased optimization of the design effort across selected functional abstraction levels and allows for the easier traceability of the test constituents. A case study from the automotive domain (i.e., automated light control) illustrates the feasibility of the solution.

The chapter “Model-Based X-in-the-Loop Testing” provides a methodology for technology-independent specification and systematic reuse of testing artifacts for closed-loop testing across different development stages. Simulink®-based environmental models are coupled with a generic test specification designed in the notation called TTCN-3 embedded. It includes a dedicated means for specifying the stimulation of an SUT and assessing its reaction. The notions of time and sampling, streams, stream ports, and stream variables are paid specific attention as well as the definition of statements to model a control flow structure akin to hybrid automata. In addition, an overall test architecture for the approach is presented. Several examples from the automotive domain illustrate the vertical and horizontal reuse of test artifacts. The test quality is discussed as well.

Part IV. Specific Approaches

The chapter “A Survey of Model-Based Software Product Lines Testing” presents an overview of the testing that is necessary in software product line engineering methods. Such methods aim at improving reusability of software within a range of products sharing a common set of features. First, the requirements and a conception of MBT for software product lines are introduced. Then, the state of the art is provided and the solutions are compared to each other based on selected criteria. Finally, open research objectives are outlined and recommendations for the software industry are provided.
The chapter “Model-Based Testing of Hybrid Systems” describes a formal framework for conformance testing of hybrid automaton models and their adequate test generation algorithms. Methods from computer science and control theory are applied to reason about the quality of a system. An easily computable coverage measure is introduced that refers to testing properties such as safety and reachability based on the equal-distribution degree of a set of states over their state space. The distribution degree can be used to guide the test generation process, while the test creation is based on the rapidly exploring random tree algorithm (Lavalle 1998) that represents a probabilistic motion planning technique in robotics. The results are then explored in the domain of analog and mixed signal circuits.

The chapter “Reactive Testing of Nondeterministic Systems by Test Purpose Directed Tester” provides a model-based construction of an online tester for black-box testing. The notation of nondeterministic EFSM is applied to formalize the test model. The synthesis algorithm allows for selecting a suboptimal test path at run time by finding the shortest path to cover the test purpose. The rules enabling an implementation of online reactive planning are included. Coverage criteria are discussed as well, and the approach is compared with related algorithms. A feeder-box controller of a city lighting system illustrates the feasibility of the solution.

The chapter “Model-Based Passive Testing of Safety-Critical Components” provides a set of passive-testing techniques in a manner that is driven by multiple examples. First, general principles of the approach to passive quality assurance are discussed. Then, complex software systems, network security, and hardware systems are considered as the targeted domains. Next, a step-by-step illustrative example for applying the proposed analysis to a concurrent system designed in the form of a cellular automaton is introduced. As passive testing usually takes place after the deployment of a unit, the ability of a component to monitor and self-test in operation is discussed. The benefits and limitations of the presented approaches are described as well.

Part V. Testing in Industry

The chapter “Applying Model-Based Testing in the Telecommunication Domain” refers to testing practices at Nokia Siemens Networks at the industrial level and explains the state of MBT in the trenches. The presented methodology uses a behavioral system model designed in UML and SysML for generating the test cases. The applied process, model development, validation, and transformation aspects are extensively described. Technologies such as the MATERA framework (Abbors, Bäcklund, and Truscan 2010), UML to QML transformation, and OCL guideline checking are discussed. Also, test generation, test execution aspects (e.g., load testing, concurrency, and run-time executability), and the traceability of all artifacts are discussed. The case study illustrates testing the functionality of a Mobile Services Switching Center Server, a network element using offline testing.

The chapter “Model-Based GUI Testing of Smartphone Applications: Case S60™ and Linux®” discusses application of MBT along two case studies. The first one considers built-in applications in a smartphone model S60, and the second tackles the problem of a media player application in a variant of mobile Linux. Experiences in modeling and adapter development are provided and potential problems (e.g., expedient pace of product creation) are reported in industrial deployment of the technology for graphical user interface (GUI) testing of smartphone applications. In this context, the TEMA toolset (Jääskeläinen 2009) designed for test modeling, test generation, keyword execution, and test debugging is presented. The benefits and business aspects of the process adaptation are also briefly considered.

The chapter “Model-Based Testing in Embedded Automotive Systems” provides a broad overview of MBT techniques applied in the automotive domain based on experiences from Delphi Technical Center, Kraków (Poland). Key automotive domain concepts specific to
MBT are presented as well as everyday engineering issues related to MBT process deployment in the context of the system-level functional testing. Examples illustrate the applicability of the techniques for industrial-scale mainstream production projects. In addition, the limitations of the approaches are outlined.

Part VI. Testing at the Lower Levels of Development

The chapter “Testing-Based Translation Validation of Generated Code” provides an approach for model-to-code translation that is followed by a validation phase to verify the target code produced during this translation. Systematic model-level testing is supplemented by testing for numerical equivalence between models and generated code. The methodology follows the objectives and requirements of safety standards such as IEC 61508 and ISO 26262 and is illustrated using a Simulink-based code generation tool chain.

The chapter “Model-Based Testing of Analog Embedded Systems Components” addresses the problem of determining whether an analog system meets its specification as given either by a model of correct behavior (i.e., the system model) or of incorrect behavior (i.e., a fault model). The analog model-based test follows a two-phase process. First, a pretesting phase including system selection, fault model selection, excitation design, and simulation of fault models is presented. Next, an actual testing phase comprising measurement, system identification, behavioral simulation, and reasoning about the faults is extensively described. Examples are provided while benefits, limitations, and open questions in applying analog MBT are included.

The chapter “Dynamic Verification of SystemC Transactional Models” presents a solution for verifying logic and temporal properties of communication in transaction-level modeling designs from simulation. To this end, a brief overview on SystemC is provided. Issues related to globally asynchronous/locally synchronous, multicloked systems, and auxiliary variables are considered in the approach.

Target Audience

The objective of this book is to be accessible to engineers, analysts, and computer scientists involved in the analysis and development of embedded systems, software, and their quality assurance. It is intended for both industry-related professionals and academic experts, in particular those interested in verification, validation, and testing. The most important objectives of this book are to help the reader understand how to use Model-Based Testing and test harness to a maximum extent. Various perspectives serve to:

- Get an overview on MBT and its constituents;
- Understand the MBT concepts, methods, approaches, and tools;
- Know how to choose modeling approaches fitting the customers’ needs;
- Be able to select appropriate test generation strategies;
- Learn about successful applications of MBT;
- Get to know best practices of MBT; and
- See prospects of further developments in MBT.
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